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End of the line! Wednesday was the official sale date of the G1 T-Mobile powered by Google's Android operating system. With the release of the product came the launch of Android Market, a market for open source apps and games built by developers, and available to consumers without download fees - at least for now. Twenty-four hours after the launch of the market, good
people over at Medialets, an advertising network for mobile applications, recently launched by serial entrepreneur Eric Litman, put together a report comparing the first 24 hours of the Android Marketplace vs. Apple App Store. Three main observations: 1. The average app has 7,800 downloads 2. Nine apps have made it in the range of 10,000 - 50,000 downloads range 3. iPhone
and Android users have the same interests, or at least app developers for both platforms do. In the first 24 hours of the launch of both stores, observations indicate that the distribution of applications is relatively equal. And according to extenstion, the stakes on that iPhone users - demographically - resemble G1 users, at least early adopters. You don't have to spend a lot of
money on entertainment and educational Android apps that are perfect for your child. You can get an amazing amount of cool content without spending a dime. Whether your kids are into math, learning another language, or just having fun, there are great Android apps waiting for you. Some free apps have in-app purchases that may end up costing more than a paid app for the
unsuspecting. The apps shown here are completely free apps, ad-enabled apps and apps that use the freemium free download and in-app shopping model, but none of them use questionable practices to trick kids (or adults) into buying them, and all of these apps offer great content without spending money on any in-app purchases. Young children enjoy PBS Children's Games
that contain many of their favorite characters such as Daniel Tiger and the Sesame Street Gang. As you might expect from PBS, many of the games have an educational theme, so your kids are learning while they're having fun. Best for ages: 3 to 6 Parents should know: PBS Children's Games are free with no in-app purchases or advertisements, so you don't have to worry about
what your young is getting while playing games. Don't lose sight of old-fashioned creativity. Kids Doodle is what you'd expect from a title: an app that lets kids scribble on their tablets to make their own drawings. Children can choose from different types of pencils capable of drawing straight lines, dotted lines, dotted lines, and lines made from stars, among others All in different
colors. While the app is supported by advertising, advertising is not as in your face as with some other apps. Best for ages: 3 to 8 Parents should know: Great for young children. Older children who like to draw may be more interested in draw draw A classic that is a multiplayer guess-that-I-I-drawing game that is fun for kids and parents alike. One of the great things about younger
children is their ability to entertain things that are educational. This combination becomes harder to pull off as children get older, but for younger children, games are a great way to learn subjects such as math. Muse Mathematics provides entertaining characters and fun games combined with basic math questions to make your kids laugh their way to studying arithmetic. Best for
ages: 4 to 6 Parents should know: Moose Mathematics contains common basic standards and includes a parent section to see how well your child is doing. Google, Inc. YouTube is a great source for educational and entertaining videos, but it's not exactly child friendly. Not for a long shot. This is what makes YouTube Kids so great: Your child can get the best parts of YouTube
without worrying about what they're watching. The app includes a search feature that has voice support so that younger children can say what they want to watch. You can disable the search completely to limit what your child is looking at. Best for ages: 5 to 12 Parents should know: YouTube Kids contains unpacking and let's play videos that show kids playing with toys. This can
lead to your kids begging for toys, so if you are looking for an alternative to kids programming because of advertising, YouTube Kids may not be suitable. Schools introduced foreign languages at an earlier age, with some schools adopting dual language immersion programmes for children in kindergarten. Whether your child is learning the language at school or want them to learn
it at home, Duolingo is the perfect app. It can also be the perfect app for you to learn a new language along with your child as Duolingo is great for almost any age. Best for ages: 6 to 99 Parents should know: Duolingo requires some reading, but for Level 1 and 2 readers, this may prove to be an opportunity to practice both English and a second language. Duolingo displays ads
between lessons to help pay for the service, and offers in-app purchases. Roblox is a Minecraft for kids who have grown bored with Minecraft. Harder on the social side, Roblox can be a challenging game for parents and young children to understand. In fact, it's a massive multiplayer game created by user games that range from puzzles to social simulation games. The game is
free with game currency, which can be purchased for real dollars to buy accessories or Benefits. As you would expect, Roblox comes with a lot of parental controls, including chat restrictions for children under 13 and the ability for parents to turn off the chat completely. Best for ages: 8 to 12 year olds Parents should know: Children as young as 6 can enjoy the game, although they
may not understand how to play more Games. As a social game, parents may want to control what younger children do in the game. The Pokemon Go craze has entangled both children and adults and helped put augmented reality on the map. Augmented reality has been around for years, but it has been mostly used in apps like stargazers that use camera devices to indicate the
location of stars. Pokemon Go combines the idea of collecting Pokemon with real locations where you can only see Pokemon with a smartphone or tablet. While the fascination is fading a bit, it will still be strong. Best for ages: 8 to 12 Parents should know: Pokemon Go plays away from home in places like restaurants and parks. This free app contains in-app purchases. This app
is undoubtedly more exciting for parents than kids, but it can definitely be delivered in that must-have category of free Android apps. Khan Academy is basically a free education. The app contains videos and lessons ranging from elementary school mathematics physics and beyond. Perhaps one of the biggest stumbling blocks in helping your child with homework is understanding
the job. Let's face it; it's been a while since most of us were at school. Since children get into more advanced things, it's helpful to have a helping hand. Khan Academy can help teach your child's lessons and help teach you lessons so you can teach your child. Best for ages: 4 to 18 year olds Parents should know: Khan Academy is a free education initiative that is available both
online and online in KhanAcademy.org. Tired of the same old apps everyone uses? Want to find something new, different, useful and fun? We've collected 8 of our unique apps selects for you to try on your Android phone. For our list of unique Android apps, we have considered the following criteria when choosing: The app should be available in Google Play with 3.5 or more (no
third-party websites of apps or downloads allowed). No games. Smart use of ads (ads are a reality with free apps, but they don't have to be completely disruptive). Memory Assistant Screenshot. The memory assistant is a super simple and easy-to-use to-do app. To-do lists keep everything you need to remember in one convenient place, but the special thing about this app is that
it presents you with a reminder of your to-do list every time you turn on or unlock your phone. Great for people who get busy and forget things like eating lunch (guilty!) or for people who just have a hard time remembering everything they need to do in a day. What's the prognosis?!!. Tons of app forecast out so you may wonder what makes this one special? Unlike other descriptive
or funny weather apps, what's the forecast?!! has over 6,000 different weather descriptions for all different kinds of conditions without seeing the same old talk over and over again. This also includes the option of choosing a level of profanity wants - without profanity, on for full on profanity, and some for a little soft profanity. Note: 17 on this app because of profanity options. The
Stills movement. Google Research's Motion Stills app lets you record short videos and combine them into longer creations to share with friends and family as videos or cyclical GIFs. The app also includes stabilizing and rendering functions to avoid this unintended effect of a shaky camera. Street hunting. Tired of the same old boring neighborhood walks? Or maybe you just moved
in and would like to explore your new area on foot? Street hunting takes you on a mysterious walk. You enter the distance you would like to walk and the app will choose a unique place for you to hunt. The app gives you signals when you are getting closer or further away from your destination. When you successfully find a mystery place and complete the hunt, the app tracks your
success so you can compete with friends and other street hunters using the app. UVLens. This app is the new best friend of your skin. UVLens not only shows you the UV forecast for your area, as well as the best times to be outside or avoid the sun and stay, but also offers a skin assessment tool that tracks the risk of burns in real time while you are outdoors. A handy sunscreen
reminder tells you when it's time to reuse. UVLens will help you enjoy safely outdoors, minimizing the risk of sun damage and sunburn. Upflix - Roulette mode. Netflix users will love Upflix. Upflix sends you real-time updates when new movies, shows and documentaries are added to the Netflix catalog. The app will also help you navigate Netflix's huge list of offerings with additional
search options and supports the list of soon-to-expire Netflix offerings so you can watch them before they're gone. Don't know what to watch? Roulette mode uses selected filters and categories to find something new and interesting for you to watch. Tab. Love dining with friends, but hate the math of the casual work-sharing bill at the end of a meal? Tab solves this problem! Link
the receipt, click to select items you've ordered, and Tab calculates the total amount - including your tax portion and tip. When your friends use Tab as well, everyone can choose their ordered items and sync with everyone at the table. If it's going to be someone's birthday, you can even have your part tab split equally between the rest of the eateries. Eateries. google play store
app free download for android mobile games. play store app download free games for android. app store games free download for android. google play store app free download for android games. best free games on android app store. how to get paid games for free on app store android. blackmart android app store (free paid apps/games)
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